Abstract.-Here, I combine previously underutilized models and priors to perform more biologically realistic phylogenetic inference from morphological data, with an example from squamate reptiles. When coding morphological characters, it is often possible to denote ordered states with explicit reference to observed or hypothetical ancestral conditions. Using this logic, we can integrate across character-state labels and estimate meaningful rates of forward and backward transitions from plesiomorphy to apomorphy. I refer to this approach as MkA, for "asymmetric." The MkA model incorporates the biological reality of limited reversal for many phylogenetically informative characters, and significantly increases likelihoods in the empirical data sets. Despite this, the phylogeny of Squamata remains contentious. Total-evidence analyses using combined morphological and molecular data and the MkA approach tend toward recent consensus estimates supporting a nested Iguania. However, support for this topology is not unambiguous across data sets or analyses, and no mechanism has been proposed to explain the widespread incongruence between partitions, or the hidden support for various topologies in those partitions. Furthermore, different morphological data sets produced by different authors contain both different characters and different states for the same or similar characters, resulting in drastically different placements for many important fossil lineages. Effort is needed to standardize ontology for morphology, resolve incongruence, and estimate a robust phylogeny. The MkA approach provides a preliminary avenue for investigating morphological evolution while accounting for temporal evidence and asymmetry in character-state changes.
A major recent trend in systematics is the reintegration of morphological data into total-evidence phylogenetics (Kluge 1989; Eernisse and Kluge 1993) , reuniting paleontology and neontology to build a fully sampled Tree of Life (Giribet 2015; Pyron 2015) . These trees offer unparalleled insight into evolutionary history, drastically increasing the power of historical inference (Slater and Harmon 2013) and elucidating evolutionary processes (Wood et al. 2013) . Integrating fossil data into phylogenetic inference has long been considered desirable Huelsenbeck 1991; Eernisse and Kluge 1993; Wagner 1995) , though effort waned substantially during the ascendance of molecular systematics.
A revival has been facilitated by computational methods and mathematical models that account for substitution processes in both discrete morphological characters (Lewis 2001; Wright and Hillis 2014) and DNA-sequence data (Hillis et al. 1996; Felsenstein 2004) in single analyses (Pyron 2011; Ronquist et al. 2012) . These methodological developments also highlight several epistemological and philosophical issues regarding incongruence between data types, partitions, and substitution dynamics that have been somewhat overlooked in recent studies (see discussions in Palci 2015 and O'Reilly et al. 2015) .
First, total-evidence dating assumes a morphological clock; that at least to some extent, an observable, calculable substitution process is operating in all data partitions. Total-evidence dating does not actually require molecular data, and could be based on a morphological matrix alone, from which a morphological clock alone can be estimated (Wagner 1998; Lee et al. 2014; Slater 2015) . The morphological clock is a concept that requires further study. Regardless, total-evidence studies generally assume that (i) we observe a set of changes in our morphological character matrix, (ii) these changes have occurred over a set period of time, and (iii) these changes have been more or less orderly, such that a broadly informative rate of morphological change can be estimated to parameterize an overall clock rate.
Second, combining data sources (e.g., morphology and molecules) should help overcome homoplasy. Convergent evolution misleading phylogenetic inference is known to affect both morphological (Wiens et al. 2003 (Wiens et al. , 2005 Wilcox et al. 2004 ) and molecular (Castoe et al. 2009; Parker et al. 2013; Foote et al. 2015 ) data sets. Molecular systematists often implicitly assume that DNA-sequence data contain the "true" phylogenetic signal, and this may be the case majority of the time. Regardless, there are still, frequently, deep nodes in the Tree of Life that are not strongly resolved even by genome-scale data (see Pyron 2015) . These may be resolved, however, by the addition of quasi-independent signal from morphological data. There still remains a strong possibility of homoplasy in some character suites, such as those related to troglodytism, neoteny, and fossoriality, which may yield incongruent placement for taxa with many convergent character-states (Wiens et al. 2003 (Wiens et al. , 2005 (Wiens et al. , 2010 Wilcox et al. 2004 ).
Third, total-evidence dating must include stratigraphic data. An explicit, but underappreciated facet of divergence-time estimation, whether using 2017 PYRON-TOTAL-EVIDENCE DATING IN SQUAMATES 39 node-age calibration priors or fossil-tip dating, is that the introduction of an explicit timescale is itself phylogenetically informative, and can alter estimates of both topology and branch lengths (Drummond et al. 2006) . For a molecular matrix consisting of only extant taxa, node-age calibrations place a narrower prior on the rate of molecular substitutions, and limit subtending bifurcations to specific time windows. Accordingly, different topologies may have similar likelihoods if not calibrated to time, but may have drastically different likelihoods when ultrametricized, if one conformation implies unlikely rates of change along branches.
This notion has a long precedent in the paleobiological literature (Wagner 1995; Clyde and Fisher 1997; see Smith 1998) , resulting in the development of "stratocladistics" to infer fossil relationships while incorporating stratigraphic data (Fisher 2008) . A given stratigraphic series can be accommodated by almost any topology if the divergences are stretched back far enough. However, the order of appearance in the fossil record places a strong prior or limit on the expected or likely series of divergence among species, and several methods were developed to account for this (Huelsenbeck 1994; Huelsenbeck and Rannala 1997; Wagner 1998) . Ignoring this information has long been known to be potentially misleading (Wagner 2000) . Thus, uncalibrated analyses that reveal unorthodox placements of fossil taxa (Wiens et al. 2010; Reeder et al. 2015) may have been misled by inadequate consideration of evolutionary dynamics and incomplete integration of total (e.g., temporal) evidence. This is also relevant when we consider the priors placed on topologies and divergence times in a Bayesian total-evidence framework. A total-evidence phylogeny is conditioned on the rates of speciation, extinction, and fossilization, which are themselves conditioned on the sampling of lineages in the phylogeny (Stadler 2010) . Early total-evidence phylogenies used unrealistic Yule (speciation only) or uniform priors on branch lengths (Pyron 2011; Ronquist et al. 2012) , which recent authors have convincingly demonstrated yield excessively old dates (Beck and Lee 2014; Arcila et al. 2015) . Recent improvements to the fossilized birth-death models seem to alleviate these biases in empirical data sets (Gavryushkina et al. 2014; Heath et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2015) , allowing for a more accurate representation of the evolutionary process, and true total-evidence phylogenetics incorporating morphology, molecules, and stratigraphy. Fossil sampling is also strongly nonrandom and should be modeled probabilistically, as well (Wagner and Marcot 2013; Holland 2016) .
MODELING MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERS
These three points give an integrative picture of total-evidence analyses combining molecular and morphological data. However, relatively little attention has been paid recently to the dynamics of evolutionary substitution in discrete morphological characters (Nylander et al. 2004; Klopfstein et al. 2015 ). The Mkv model (Lewis 2001 ) is analogous to the JC69 model (Jukes and Cantor 1969) for DNA-sequence data (Felsenstein 2004) . As morphological matrices grow increasingly large, the probability that such a model adequately accounts for transitions among character states for different functional groups (Clarke and Middleton 2008; Mounce et al. 2016 ) seems very low. Presumably, few systematists would consider analyzing a large, multi-locus DNA-sequence matrix with a single JC69 model, as underfitting models for molecular data yields significant errors in estimating branch lengths and support values (Buckley and Cunningham 2002; Felsenstein 2004; Lemmon and Moriarty 2004) .
For many characters, the plesiomorphic and apomorphic states occur at unequal frequencies through time, and have asymmetric rates of change. For instance, the morphological data set presented for Squamata by Gauthier et al. (2012) designated 0 as the hypothetical state of the lepidosauromorph ancestor, with 1 as the derived state. The final character in their matrix, 610, was oviparous (0) versus (1) viviparous reproduction. While the ancestral state and potential for reversal in this character is controversial, it is certainly not symmetric and equally frequent (Pyron and Burbrink 2014; . Thus, the assumption of the Mkv model of equal forward and backward rates of transition is known to be violated, and it is difficult to imagine a more clear-cut case of model mis-specification for the data being analyzed. Lewis (2001) reiterated that asymmetric rates could only be estimated for individual characters. Later authors proposed an approach where state frequencies were drawn from an overall prior distribution, which is implemented in MrBayes (Nylander et al. 2004) . This approximates a model in which transition rates are asymmetric. Recently, this approach has been shown to improve phylogenetic resolution in many, but not all cases . However, this approach can also yield poor mixing and convergence, drastically increase computation time, and does not address the underlying epistemology of character-state labels. Instead, I propose a novel interpretation of state labels for modeling asymmetric rates.
Characters are often coded, or could be coded, with an implicit or explicit reference to ancestral or plesiomorphic states, derived from fossil observations or outgroup comparison (Hennig 1966; Farris 1982; Michevich 1982; Lipscomb 1992; Rieppel and Kearney 2002; Sereno 2007) . I argue that we can actually exploit this coding bias to generate more meaningful evolutionary models. Along these lines, I propose that morphological state-labels are often non-arbitrary. Characters with nonarbitrary labels can be compared in a biologically meaningful way that allows for more complex model-based phylogenetic inference.
This logic could apply to multistate discrete or continuous characters, but I will restrict my discussion to binary characters defined explicitly such that 0 is the plesiomorphic state, and 1 is the apomorphic state (Gauthier et al. 2012) . Integrating over the underlying VOL. 66 structure and function of the characters themselves, we can treat the labels 0 and 1 as representing "ancestral" and "derived," and estimate meaningfully asymmetric transition rates and estimate unequal equilibrium frequencies for these states. From this base framework, we can extend the logic of simple models of DNA substitution to a morphological context with two character states. Variation in rates among sites can be handled using the traditional gamma-distributed rate-heterogeneity model. Modeling rate variation is complex; in some cases, adding more gamma categories or using a lognormal distribution may improve results (Harrison and Larsson 2015) .
As extensions of the Mk model (Lewis 2001) , I refer to these collectively as MkA (asymmetric) for the purposes of further discussion. In the binary case, the frequencies and rates of 0 and 1 are equivalent, and we can estimate asymmetric transitions by allowing the state frequencies 0 and 1 to vary, where 0 represents the forward rate and 1 the backward rate. Thus, we can incorporate the biological reality that forward and backward rates typically differ between plesiomorphic and apomorphic states for the types of morphological characters typically coded for phylogenetic inference. I suggest that most characters coded in morphological matrices do not reasonably have equal rates and frequencies, and are appropriately modeled thusly. In short, MkA is a F81-like model for binary characters that contains two parameters, 0 and 1 . These are the asymmetric forward and backward rates for transitions between the plesiomorphic state 0 and the apomorphic state 1, integrated across the individual characters.
Conveniently, this is already implemented in MrBayes as a F81-like model for presence/absence restrictionsite data (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003) . It can be repurposed for MkA analysis of morphological data, by creating a separate partition for appropriately coded binary characters (data type = "restriction"), and setting the ascertainment bias to only parsimony-informative sites (coding = "informative"). Thus, an MkA totalevidence dating analysis might include a molecular partition (with appropriate models, e.g., General Time Reversible) and a multi-state morphological partition (Mkv), along with the binary partition (F81-like restriction = MkA).
Thus, the additional parameters estimated in MkA over Mkv are 0 and 1 , which are the stationary state frequencies of the ancestral and derived states. They are analogous to the base frequencies A/T/G/C in a molecular analysis. Because there are only two states, these are thus also equal to the rates of forward and backward change between states. They are fixed to 0.5 in Mkv, just as A/T/G/C are fixed to 0.25 in JC69, and estimated in other models like F81. The additional prior on these parameters is a flat Dirichlet distribution ( =1) giving equal probabilities for each combination of states ( Pr[ 0/1 ]=1), as in most common analyses of DNA ( Pr[ A,T,C,G ]=1). Thus, a single pair of 0/1 values is estimated for the binary partition, representing the overall forward and backward rate across the alignment.
A very similar, nonstationary model for binary characters was explored by Klopfstein et al. (2015) , who allowed state frequencies at the root of the tree to vary from the constant frequencies across the descendant branches. Their approach uses the same F81-like model in MrBayes, adding a reversible-jump Markov sampler to move between stationary and non-stationary models. This approach can thus detect stasis or directional evolution in discrete morphological characters. They also noted that this logic could be used to estimate asymmetric transition rates, but did not explore this in their empirical example of hymenopterans. Their binary characters were coded as "absent"/"present," and they thus focused on the frequency of character presence at the root versus equilibrium. Here, I extend this to a broader interpretation of plesiomorphy/apomorphy, which may be applicable in more cases.
Note that the assumption that the state labels represent plesiomorphy and apomorphy is not reflected in the models themselves, which do not assume ancestral states, but merely calculate instantaneous substitution probabilities among labeled states. Incorporating historical hypotheses of ancestral state to employ directional rates of change would require more complex models, but may be an interesting area for future research. As noted by Lewis (2001) , these models make a number of assumptions that may strike many as being unrealistic. It is possible to envision a variety of other approaches to modeling morphological evolution that incorporate hypothesized ancestral states, connectivity among multistate characters, or other incidental parameters. This is in addition to other approaches using alternative priors on state frequencies and amongcharacter rate variation (Harrison and Larsson 2015; .
What benefits might we expect in an empirical case? In general, we might expect three major outcomes from employing stratigraphic total-evidence and more accurate models for morphology. These would be (i) overturning strongly supported branches from Mkv and uncalibrated analyses (overcoming long-branch attraction or homoplasy), (ii) increasing precision and accuracy of branch-length estimates and support values (incorporating asymmetric rates), and (iii) increasing accuracy and precision for the placement of fragmentary fossils (reducing rogue placements from poorly optimized topologies). These might be expected from the combination of molecular and morphological data negating homoplasy, the introduction of an explicit time-scale from fossils for estimating clock rates and model parameters and limiting the probable topologies far in excess of what would be possible in an uncalibrated analysis, and more accurate models for morphological characters.
REVISITING THE SQUAMATE TREE OF LIFE
Here, I apply these principles to Squamata, the lizards, snakes, and amphisbaenians, a group with a contentious phylogenetic history (Losos et al. 2012; McMahan et al. 2015) . Morphological and molecular data contain ambiguous, potentially conflicting signals that have created a difficult inference problem, with support for various topologies (Gauthier et al. 2012; Wiens et al. 2012) . Recent authors have presented combined morphological and molecular analyses, not scaled to time, that they suggest represent "resolutions" of these problems (Wiens et al. 2010; Reeder et al. 2015) . I show that even these integrated analyses may have been misled by the omission of time as a source of data for total evidence, and improper modeling of morphological characters.
The traditional morphological view of squamate phylogeny (Estes et al. 1988; Lee 2005b) , illustrated by recent large-scale morphological analyses (Conrad 2008; Gauthier et al. 2012) , supports a basal divergence between Iguania and Scleroglossa, which consists of Gekkota, Scincoidea, Lacertoidea, Anguimorpha, Serpentes, Dibamidae, and Amphisbaenia (groups sensu Jones et al. 2013) . Typically, legless forms such as snakes, dibamids, and amphisbaenians group together in a single lineage, occasionally with legless members from other clades such as Gekkota, Scincoidea, and Anguimorpha. As the affinity of the legless gekkotans, skinks, and anguids is not in question, this result is presumably driven by homoplasy. There are also four fossil lineages of particular interest. One is Huehuecuetzpalli, one of the oldest squamate fossils, typically recovered as the sister taxon of all other squamates. Another is Sineoamphisbaena, which has been recovered in a variety of positions. Finally, the mosasaurs and polyglyphanodontians are sometimes recovered as sister lineages of Scleroglossa, nested deep therein, or various other alternatives (Lee 2005b) .
In contrast, molecular data support gekkotans or dibamids as the earliest diverging squamate lineages, with successive divergences of Scincoidea, Lacertoidea (including Amphisbaenia), Anguimorpha, Iguania, and Serpentes Pyron et al. 2013) . A major difference is thus the nested placement of Iguania, with molecular support for Toxicofera, a clade comprising Iguania, Anguimorpha, and Serpentes (Townsend et al. 2004; Fry et al. 2006) . Legless forms are widely separated, nested within various other legged clades.
Several studies have attempted to combine morphological and molecular data sets in an uncalibrated framework to leverage the phylogenetic signal of both, overcome homoplasy, and provide a robust phylogenetic framework for placing fossil taxa (Lee 2005a (Lee , 2009 Wiens et al. 2010; Reeder et al. 2015) . A recent major study, based on more limited sampling of taxa and characters (Wiens et al. 2010 ), recovered higher level relationships similar to the molecular data alone, including Toxicofera. They also estimated Huehuecuetzpalli as the sister taxon of Iguania, mosasaurs nested in Anguimorpha, and polyglyphanodontids nested in Lacertoidea, which also contained Amphisbaenia. In their analysis, both morphological and molecular branches were rearranged when data sets were combined, though the structure tended more toward the molecular tree, and many higher level nodes were weakly supported.
A more recent, large-scale study combined and expanded the morphological (Gauthier et al. 2012) and molecular ) "Squamate Tree of Life" data sets, also in an uncalibrated framework (Reeder et al. 2015) . Again, they found a higher level structure more similar to the molecular tree (e.g., earlydiverging gekkotans and dibamids, Iguania nested in Toxicofera, Amphisbaenia with Lacertoidea), but with strong support for most nodes. Mosasaurs were placed with snakes (Lee 2005a) , and polyglyphanodontids were the sister taxon of Iguania in Toxicofera. Curiously, four taxa could not be placed strongly, and had to be removed from the analyses as "rogue" taxa. These were Huehuecuetzpalli, Eichstaetisaurus, Sineoamphisbaena, and an undescribed form, AMNH FR 21444, now known as Norellius nyctisaurops (Conrad and Norell 2006; Conrad and Daza 2015) .
However, many researchers do not appear to be convinced of the validity of the molecular or combined results (Gauthier et al. 2012; Losos et al. 2012 ). There is morphological support for various topologies, including both early-diverging and nested Iguania (Reeder et al. 2015) , and molecular support for both of those topologies, as well as an early-diverging Lacertoidea (McMahan et al. 2015) . Furthermore, the length of the outgroup branch leading to Sphenodon may make character polarization difficult, potentially leading to problems identifying the proper rooting point for the ingroup (McMahan et al. 2015) . Phylogenetically informative temporal evidence from the fossil record still have not been leveraged, which may alter topologies, branch lengths, and support for fragmentary fossils.
Morphological Data
All analyses were performed in MrBayes 3.2.5. I analyzed two morphological matrices concurrently. The first was presented by Gauthier et al. (2012) , "GEA" hereafter. They presented 610 characters for 192 lepidosauromorph taxa: 3 rhynchocephalians including the extant outgroup Sphenodon, and 189 squamates, representing most major extant and extinct lineages. These 192 taxa represent 51 fossils and 141 extant lineages, concentrating on well-preserved fossil specimens and a diverse sampling of living clades. The matrix contains both ordered and unordered characters, which were specified in the analyses (see below). Conrad (2008) sampled 223 taxa, of which 129 were extinct and 94 were extant ("CON" hereafter). The extant sampling omits many living lineages (e.g., most advanced snakes are coded as "Neomacrostomata"), but includes denser fossil sampling in groups such as Anguimorpha, Mosasauria, and Scincoidea. This matrix consists of 363 unordered characters. Both score a wide variety of osteological and soft-tissue characters, often 42 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 66 taken from previous foundational analyses (e.g., Estes et al. 1988) .
First, I analyzed each morphological data set separately in an uncalibrated analysis, using the Mkv model with variable coding and gamma-distributed rate heterogeneity (Lewis 2001) . Second, I performed a calibrated analysis of each matrix, based on the morphological clock. I determined the time horizon of each fossil by conferring with experts (J. Conrad, personal communication) , assessing the stratigraphic horizons of scored material, and consulting the Paleobiology Database (http://www.paleodb.org/). I enforced the fossil horizons as a uniform distribution on the tip age (Online Appendix I available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.dp3js). Note that many tips are composites of multiple specimens across several time periods, and thus necessitate relatively broad tip-age priors.
For the root age, I used a uniform prior of 238.0-249.5 Ma, from a recent study presenting a stratigraphic and molecular meta-analysis of lepidosauromorphan divergence times (Jones et al. 2013) . Following Zhang et al. (2015) , I used the fossilized birth-death prior on the branch lengths under diversified sampling. This is a sampled-ancestor process (Stadler 2010; Zhang et al. 2015) , and thus fossils can be direct ancestors of descendant branches. I calculated the approximate sampling proportion of extant lineages as 0.01 for CON (94/∼9500 total species) and 0.015 for GEA (141 / 9500).
I followed Zhang et al. (2015) in placing broad priors on speciation (exp[10]), extinction (beta[1,1]), and fossilization (beta[1,1]). These priors are considered flat and uninformative, which is a cautious approach, given the sparse nature of the squamate fossil record. However, groups with denser, more detailed fossil series may be served by direct estimation of prior parameters such as turnover and sampling. Presumably, more accurate priors would place higher weight on nonzero extinction fractions and observed speciation rates.
For the relaxed clock rates, I used the independent gamma-rates (IGR) model (Ronquist et al. 2012) , with a broad prior of exp(10) on the IGR parameter describing rate variance through time. For the clock rate prior, since all morphological characters are variable, we can assume a priori that each one changes at least once across the timescale of the tree. Thus, I used 1/243.75 Ma (the mean of the root-age prior) = 0.004103 substitutions per million years. In lognormal space, this is a mean of −5.496143, for which I gave a large standard deviation as the exponent of the mean, exp(0.004103) = 1.004111. This gives a broad prior density of 0.0005-0.03 subst./My, which should accommodate both the morphological and molecular partitions.
The calibrated and uncalibrated analyses allow us to estimate the morphological clock, and evaluate the effect of imposing a timescale on topology and support values in the total-evidence framework for the morphological partition alone. I ran 4 runs of 4 chains for at least 25 million generations, sampled every 10,000th, with the first 25% discarded as burnin (e.g., 18.75 million post-burnin generations). I assumed convergence when the estimated sample size (ESS) reached > 100 for all parameters (Drummond and Rambaut 2007) . These conditions were used for all subsequent analyses. Some analyses had to be run longer, up to 50 million generations.
I also analyzed the GEA matrix using the MkA approach in three conformations. The matrix contains 374 binary characters. The authors explicitly note that binary characters were coded with respect to a hypothetical lepidosauromorph ancestor (Gauthier et al. 2012) , allowing the MkA logic to be applied to this partition. The remaining partitions received ordinary Mkv+ models (Lewis 2001 ). Using the conditions described above, I analyzed the morphological alone (calibrated using the fossilized birth-death prior), the morphological and molecular data combined in an uncalibrated analysis, and a total-evidence analysis of the morphological and molecular data using the fossilized birth-death prior.
Applying the F81-like restriction-site model with parsimony-informative ascertainment bias correction , I was able to estimate asymmetric rates for forward and backward transitions under the MkA logic. To compare models, I used the steppingstone approach (Xie et al. 2011) to test the fit of MkA over Mkv. Because these analyses are computationally intense (∼50 times longer than normal), I only compared the uncalibrated analysis of the GEA matrix alone, using Mkv and MkA. For each, I ran a single chain for 2.6 million generations, for a total of 50 steppingstone samples, and compared the estimated marginal likelihoods using log(Bayes factors). If the increase in model fit from MkA is significant in this simplest case, we can assume MkA is an appropriate model for more complex total-evidence analyses.
Molecular Data
For the extant lineages in the morphological data sets, I pruned and modified an existing molecular data set (Pyron et al. 2013 ) to match those taxa for a subset of loci. I included 12S/16S and cytochrome b for mitochondrial loci, and BDNF, CMOS, and RAG1 for nuclear loci. These 6 genes were sufficient to ensure that each of the 141 species (or a congener) in the GEA matrix were represented by at least 1 locus. For the CON matrix, I added the mitochondrial gene ND2, as this was the only locus sampled for many of the extant taxa.
As noted above, more extensive data sets of at least 40-50 loci could be assembled for most of these species Reeder et al. 2015) . However, as noted by those authors, the sheer size of the data sets presents significant issues of computational tractability and convergence, given the large number of parameters. Furthermore, smaller molecular data sets are already known to yield essentially identical topological results (Townsend et al. 2004 . Finally, even if more loci are added, several lineages (e.g., Anomochilus, Xenophidion) would still only be represented by one or a few loci, with massive amounts of missing data.
Instead, I used this representative molecular data set, determining the optimal partitioning and parameterization strategy with PartitionFinder (Lanfear et al. 2012 ). The two matrices are similar but not identical, and should represent the "typical" molecular signal. First, I analyzed each molecular matrix without temporal calibrations, approximating previous studies (Townsend et al. 2004; Wiens et al. 2012; Pyron et al. 2013) . Second, I estimated a calibrated tree from each matrix, using the same analytical conditions described above for the morphological partitions, the only difference being a lack of noncontemporaneous fossils. Thus, the only information present for dating nodes was the prior on the root age and the clock rates. This allows us to observe the difference between the signal derived from calibrated and uncalibrated molecular analyses, and estimate the molecular clock.
Finally, I paired each morphological matrix with its taxonomically matching molecular matrix, and estimated uncalibrated and total-evidence-dated phylogenies, using the parameters described above. Thus, we can compare the effects of imposing a timescale on the morphological data alone, the molecular data alone, and the combined morphological and molecular data. Furthermore, we can compare these effects between two different sampling strategies of characters and taxa, to evaluate whether lineages change placement when scored in different matrices. If any large variations occur, it will be difficult to determine if either is correct per se, but this will at least provide a starting point for future analyses to investigate those lineages in detail.
Effects of Parameterization
Above, I suggested that improvements from time calibration (i.e., total evidence) and the use of MkA or similar approaches might be marked by (i) overturned branches, (ii) increased node support, and (iii) increased support for "rogue" taxa. While an individual comparison of placements for all lineages in each data set is beyond the scope of this article, we can make some preliminary qualitative and quantitative assessments of these effects. We can evaluate major topological changes, increases in support and precision of node ages, and changes in topology and support for fragmentary fossils in particular, for calibrated and uncalibrated pairs, and for Mkv versus MkA. I evaluate this only for analyses including morphological data, as the effects are seemingly minor for molecular analyses that lack fossils.
To evaluate the effects on support, I tested for a significant difference in support values for nodes shared between calibrated and noncalibrated analyses, using a Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test. I then regressed the differences in support values against the support from the uncalibrated analysis, where a significantly negative slope indicates that poorly supported nodes in the uncalibrated analysis are supported more strongly in the calibrated analysis. I repeated these tests comparing the MkA analyses to their Mkv counterparts.
I evaluated rogue taxa by running the RogueNaRok algorithm (Aberer et al. 2013 ) for 100 randomly selected trees from the posterior of each analysis. This yields taxa flagged as rogues, and their rogue scores, indicating the increase in support gained from their removal. I used a minimum threshold of 0.5 (e.g., removing the taxon results in a single bipartition supported at 50% being added to the majority-rule consensus). This allows me to compare uncalibrated and calibrated and Mkv and MkA analyses to determine if rogue scores were reduced. Finally, I determined if the estimated ages and proportional confidence intervals (95% date range divided by the mean age) were significantly different for the Mkv and MkA combined data, calibrated analyses. We would not necessarily expect mean ages to be different, but smaller proportional confidence intervals would indicate higher precision of MkA over Mkv.
RESULTS

Morphological Data
Unsurprisingly, both morphological matrices yield results similar to previous analyses and morphological understandings of squamate phylogeny (Estes et al. 1988; Conrad 2008; Gauthier et al. 2012) . In both analyses, the basal divergence in Squamata occurs between Iguania and Scleroglossa, which are both strongly supported. Overall, support is weak to moderate in both analyses, and the uncalibrated morphological analyses do not, on their own, offer a well-resolved picture of squamate evolution (Fig. 1) . All trees were summarized as the Maximum Clade Credibility Tree with Common Ancestor Heights in TreeAnnotator (Drummond and Rambaut 2007) . The full versions of all phylogenies, including taxon labels, support values, and estimated ages and confidence intervals, are available as Supplementary Material on Dryad.
In the CON analysis, the fossil Huehuecuetzpalli is the sister lineage of Scleroglossa. Within Scleroglossa, there are successive divergences of Gekkota, Scincoidea (part) + Lacertoidea, Scincoidea (part) + the legless clade, and Anguimorpha. There is a primarily legless clade consisting of Scincoidea (part), Dibamidae, Amphisbaenia, and Serpentes. Scincoidea is paraphyletic; some of the legged and legless members group with the legless clade, while other legged members group with Lacertoidea and Anguimorpha. Polyglyphanodontidae is nested in Lacertoidea, while Mosasauria is nested in Anguimorpha. The fossils Norellius, Eichstaettisaurus, and Sineoamphisbaena are weakly placed in the CON analysis, the first two with Gekkota, and the latter within polyglyphanodontids. The calibrated analysis of the CON matrix yields similar results to the uncalibrated analysis, with a few important differences. The estimated ages are somewhat inconsistent with recent consensus analyses (Jones et al. 2013) , both older and younger for some clades (Table 1) . The fossil Huehuecuetzpalli is the sister lineage of Iguania. Within Scleroglossa, Gekkota is the earliest diverging lineage. Importantly, the legless clade is partially broken up in the total-evidence analysis. There is a large clade consisting of a paraphyletic Scincoidea (including the legless skinks), Lacertoidea, and Polyglyphanodontidae, which is the sister lineage of the remaining scleroglossans. A legless clade consisting of Dibamidae + Amphisbaenia is weakly nested in Serpentes. This clade is the sister lineage of Anguimorpha, which contains Mosasauria. The fossils Norellius and Eichstaettisaurus remain weakly placed with Gekkota, and Sineoamphisbaena remains weakly nested in Polyglyphanodontidae.
In the uncalibrated GEA analysis, Huehuecuetzpalli is strongly supported as the sister lineage of Squamata, and polyglyphanodontids and mosasaurs are the successive sister lineages of Scleroglossa. Within Scleroglossa, there are successive divergences of Gekkota, (Gauthier et al. 2012) . For the calibrated analysis based on the morphological clock, the GEA analysis also results in a similar topology to the uncalibrated analysis, with several important differences, and remarkably congruent dates with recent stratigraphic and molecular meta-analyses (Jones et al. 2013 ; Table 1 ). Three major differences are observed from the uncalibrated analysis, highlighting the importance of the total-evidence approach. First, Sineoamphisbaena moves from Polyglyphanodontidae to become the sister lineage of the legless clade. Second, Mosasauria and Polyglyphanodontidae form a weakly supported clade as the sister lineage to Scleroglossa, rather than successive sister lineages. Third, Scincoidea is monophyletic (including the legless skinks), and moves to the sister lineage of Lacertoidea (excluding Amphisbaenia). Thus, the legless clade is partially broken up by the addition of stratigraphic data.
Molecular Data
The molecular trees and dates are highly similar to essentially all recent estimates (Townsend et al. 2004; Wiens et al. 2012; Jones et al. 2013; Pyron et al. 2013) , and most relationships are strongly supported (Fig. 2,  Table 1 ). As in most studies, I find strong support for Dibamidae or Gekkota as the earliest diverging squamate lineages, though weak support for their exact placements with respect to each other. All limbless non-snakes (e.g., skinks, anguids, amphisbaenians) are placed in their traditional lineages, and do not form a clade with snakes. Toxicofera is strongly supported, with snakes as the sister lineage to Iguania + Anguimorpha, which is weakly supported by both matrices.
Combined Analyses
For the combined analysis using the CON matrix and corresponding molecular sampling, the uncalibrated runs yield a consensus topology that is poorly supported, and notably divergent from either of the underlying data partitions, particularly in supporting an apparently artifactual legless clade at the same time as a nested Iguania (Fig. 3) . There are successive divergences of Gekkota, Dibamidae, and Scincoidea. Next is a clade consisting of Lacertoidea (including Polyglyphanodontidae) and Serpentes + Amphisbaenia. The fossil Huehuecuetzpalli is the sister lineage of Iguania, and this clade is the sister lineage of Anguimorpha (including Mosasauria).
The calibrated CON analysis yields a fairly similar topology. The only major difference is that Serpentes becomes the sister lineage of Iguania + Anguimorpha, breaking up the legless clade and forming Toxicofera. Lacertoidea thus includes Polyglyphanodontidae and Amphisbaenia. Overall, support for the calibrated analysis is weak for many nodes. RogueNaRok identifies four major (score >0.5) rogues: Colpodontosaurus, Palaeosaniwa, Ardeosaurus, and Lanthanotus. Pruning them from the posterior distribution yields increased support for many nodes (Fig. 4) , suggesting that their fragmentary nature precludes strong placement, at least without more sophisticated models like MkA. Interestingly, the four rogues identified by previous authors in the GEA matrix, Eichstaettisaurus, Huehuecuetzpalli, Norellius, and Sineoamphisbaena (Reeder et al. 2015) are not rogue in the CON matrix.
For the analysis using the GEA matrix and corresponding molecular sampling, the uncalibrated analysis yields a consensus topology that is, like the CON analysis, poorly supported and divergent from either the molecular or morphological hypotheses. Gekkota is the earliest diverging squamate lineage (including Eichstaettisaurus and Norellius), followed by Scincoidea. Lacertoidea is the sister lineage to a legless clade comprising Sineoamphisbaena, Amphisbaenia, and Dibamidae + Serpentes. This group (Lacertoidea + legless clade) is the sister lineage of a clade including Anguimorpha + Iguania. Finally, Huehuecuetzpalli,
FIGURE 3. Consensus topologies, using Mkv for the morphological data and the optimal partitioning strategy for the molecular data, for the uncalibrated, combined-data analysis of the CON matrix and CON-congruent molecular matrix (a), the calibrated, combined-data analysis of the CON matrix and CON-congruent molecular matrix (b), the uncalibrated, combined-data analysis of the GEA matrix and GEA-congruent molecular matrix (c), and the calibrated, combined-data analysis of the GEA matrix and GEA-congruent matrix (d).
Polyglyphanodontidae, and Mosasaura are the successive sister lineages of Iguania.
In keeping with the potential outcomes described above, the calibrated topology more closely resembles recent molecular and uncalibrated combined analyses Pyron et al. 2013; Reeder et al. 2015) , but with clear contributions from the fossil-tip dates. Gekkota (with Norellius and Eichstaettisaurus) is the earliest diverging squamate lineage, followed by successive divergences of Dibamidae + Scincoidea, Lacertoidea (including Amphisbaenia + Sineoamphisbaena), Iguania, and Serpentes + Anguimorpha. The fossil lineages Huehuecuetzpalli and Polyglyphanodontidae are the successive sister lineages of Iguania, and mosasaurs are placed with snakes (Fig. 3) . However, support for the backbone is relatively low, apparently driven by the rogue placement of Sineoamphisbaena as noted by previous authors (Reeder et al. 2015) . (2008), for easy reference with his previous work; "Nyctisaurops" is Norellius nyctisaurops (AMNH FR 21444) . This is a pruned version of Fig. 3b. 
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FIGURE 5. Consensus topologies using MkA for the binary characters and the optimal partitioning strategy for the molecular data, for the uncalibrated analysis of the GEA matrix (a), the calibrated analysis of the GEA matrix (b), the uncalibrated, combined data analysis of the GEA matrix and GEA-congruent molecular matrix (c), and the calibrated, combined data analysis of the GEA matrix and GEA-congruent molecular matrix (d).
MkA
Applying the MkA logic to the GEA matrix, with and without morphological data and with and without time calibration, yields similarly complex results (Fig. 5) . The estimated marginal likelihood of the Mkv model using the stepping-stone method was −22929.67, and MkA was −22634.51, giving a Bayes factor difference of 295.16, with >10 usually considered "strong support" (Kass and Raftery 1995) . Thus, I consider MkA to be the best-fit model generally, for analyses using the GEA matrix. The estimated transition rates from the MkA models are 0 ∼0.7 and 1 ∼0.3 for all analyses, including morphology alone and combined data, for both uncalibrated and calibrated runs. Thus, reversals to the plesiomorphic state are overall about half as frequent as forward transitions to the derived state.
For the uncalibrated morphological matrix alone, the topology is similar to the Mkv analysis (described above), with two main differences. First, Anniella is 50 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 66 placed (presumably correctly) in Anguimorpha, rather than in the legless clade. Second, within the legless clade (nested in Scincoidea, with legless skinks as the earliest diverging lineages), Dibamidae is the sister lineage of Amphisbaenia + Serpentes, rather than Dibamidae + Amphisbaenia forming the sister lineage of Serpentes. For the calibrated analysis, the results are again similar, except that mosasaurs and polyglyphanodontids are the successive sister lineages of Scleroglossa, rather than forming a single clade as the sister lineage of Scleroglossa.
The uncalibrated, combined data MkA analysis of the GEA matrix is relatively similar to the molecular results and previous analyses (Reeder et al. 2015) . The earliest diverging squamate lineage is Huehuecuetzpalli, followed by Gekkota (including Eichstaettisaurus and Norellius), Dibamidae, Scincoidea, Lacertoidea (including Amphisbaenia + Sineoamphisbaena), Iguania + Polyglyphanodontidae, Anguimorpha, and Serpentes + Mosasauria. Compared to the uncalibrated Mkv analysis, the uncalibrated MkA model breaks up the legless clade, places mosasaurs with snakes, amphisbaenians with lacertides, and dibamids and Huehuecuetzpalli in an early-diverging position. Thus, the uncalibrated MkA analysis appears to be more accurately resolved than the uncalibrated Mkv analysis described above.
The calibrated MkA analysis is essentially identical to the uncalibrated MkA analysis, with the primary differences being that Huehuecuetzpalli moves to become the sister lineage of Iguania, and Sineoamphisbaena moves to become the sister lineage of Dibamidae. Interestingly, there are no taxa flagged as "rogues" by RogueNaRok. This is contrary to all other analyses, and previous results using these data sets (Reeder et al. 2015) . I treat this result as my best estimate of squamate phylogeny (Fig. 6) .
Rogue Taxa
Patterns of rogue taxa are complex in the CON-based analyses, with 43 species flagged by RogueNaRok in at least one analysis. Of these, 15 taxa are flagged in at least two analyses, providing a basis for comparison (Table 2) . Calibrating the morphological analysis decreases rogue scores for 5 taxa and increases them for 10. Calibrating the combined analysis decreases scores for 6 taxa, increases them for 7, and leaves 2 unchanged. Adding molecular data in uncalibrated analyses decreases scores for 5 taxa, increases them for 6, and leaves 4 unchanged. Adding molecular data in calibrated analyses decreases scores for 6, increases them for 7, and leaves 2 unchanged. Thus, for the CON matrix, the effects of total-evidence dating on rogue taxa are ambiguous. I suggest that this is due to the shorter matrix (363 characters) and larger number of fragmentary fossils, so I do not discuss these patterns in detail here beyond removing the highestscoring rogues (Fig. 4) . This matrix is being expanded (J. Conrad, personal communication) , and support for these problematic taxa may increase in future studies.
Rogue taxa are limited in the GEA-based analyses (Table 3 ). While 13 species had nonzero scores in at least one analysis, only 5 were flagged in at least two, giving a basis for comparison. Note that Norellius and Eichstaettisaurus are not among these, in contrast to Reeder et al. (2015) . For Sineoamphisbaena, both calibration and MkA reduce rogue scores. For Huehuecuetzpalli, MkA actually increases rogue scores for the combined analyses, but calibration reduces them. However, neither taxon is strongly placed in the best estimate of the GEA-based phylogeny (Fig. 6) . Overall, both calibration and MkA reduce rogue-taxon scores in a majority of cases (Table 3) .
Effects of Parameterization
Introducing a timescale clearly exerts a strong influence on topology, often overturning major branches. Qualitatively, the major effect is partially breaking up the legless clade, returning legless skinks to their correct group, and altering the placement of snakes and amphisbaenians. Other fossil lineages move between analyses, but I do not address these in detail. Support in calibrated analyses is significantly higher only for the CON morphological matrix and the GEA combined data analysis, and none of the other CON-or GEAbased analyses. However, the slope of the difference is significantly negative for all tested pairs (P < 0.05), indicating that weakly supported nodes in uncalibrated analyses are generally more strongly supported in calibrated analyses in all cases.
For the Mkv versus MkA comparisons, the difference in support is significant for the combined data analyses; the calibrated MkA analysis has significantly higher support than the calibrated Mkv analysis. None of the other comparisons are significant. The slope is also significantly negative for all comparisons (P < 0.05), indicating that MkA increases support over Mkv for more weakly supported nodes in all cases. This is in addition to the increase over calibration alone. Thus, both calibration and MkA almost always increase support.
Similarly, the proportional confidence intervals are significantly narrower in the MkA tree (P < 0.05), indicating greater precision in estimated node ages. However, the increase in precision does not vary with node age; precision in ages increases uniformly across the phylogeny. The estimated node ages are also significantly younger in the MkA tree, though only by 0.75 Ma on average, with a maximum 4 Ma difference. The age differences exhibit a small but significant negative slope (P < 0.05), indicating that older nodes are typically younger in the MkA analysis. Thus, node support and precision in estimated node-ages increases uniformly in the MkA analysis, and rogue scores decrease for both extinct and extant taxa. Therefore, all three predicted positive effects (increased topological resolution, increased support and precision for branches, and decreased fossil instability) are observed from the addition of an explicit total-evidence timescale, and the use of the MkA model for polarized, binary characters. 
DISCUSSION
Total Evidence and Morphology
The necessity of stratigraphic congruence in estimated phylogenies is evident from first principles (Huelsenbeck 1994; Benton et al. 1999) , and is the subject of a large paleobiological literature (see Smith 1998; Fisher 2008 ). However, many recent studies have ignored stratigraphic data when placing fossil taxa (e.g., Conrad 2008; Gauthier et al. 2012; Wiens et al. 2010; and Reeder et al. 2015 for Squamata). While total-evidence dating is stratigraphically congruent by definition, some authors have reported excessively old dates from total-evidence studies (Beck and Lee 2014; Arcila et al. 2015) . This bias seems to have been caused by improper priors, and mostly solved by the fossilized birth-death process (Zhang et al. 2015) .
Reassuringly, the total-evidence dates estimated here are remarkably similar to recent consensus estimates (Jones et al. 2013 ) from stratigraphic and molecular data ( Table 1 ). As I demonstrate here both qualitatively and quantitatively, adding a temporal dimension induces three desirable effects: (i) overturning apparently artifactual branches (e.g., partially breaking up the legless clade), (ii) increasing node support (e.g., significant increases for calibrated and MkA analyses), and (iii) reducing "rogue" placements (e.g., increased support for Eichstaettisaurus, Huehuecuetzpalli, Norellius, and Sineoamphisbaena), confirming earlier studies showing positive effects of temporal calibration (Wagner 1998) .
Similar to omitting stratigraphic data, inadequate models for morphology may hamper total-evidence dating if they under-fit the substitution process, and cannot accurately estimate multiple hits or convergent states for characters with high rates of homoplasy, as occurs with inadequate models for molecular data (Felsenstein 2004) . Such effects undoubtedly occur with morphological data, particularly when matrices contain characters from different functional groups containing variable degrees of phylogenetic signal (Clarke and Middleton 2008; Lloyd et al. 2012) , or characters with known histories of reversal (Pyron and Burbrink 2014) . One promising approach is the automated detection of statistically identifiable partitions within morphological data sets that can be modeled with separate parameter estimates , similar to partitioning molecular data by gene and codon position. Another approach suggested by previous authors (Lewis 2001) and implemented in MrBayes (Nylander et al. 2004 ) involves a prior on the stationary frequency distribution of state labels .
Thus, a small shift in epistemological interpretation for appropriately coded characters meeting several criteria yields a significant advance in our approach to total-evidence phylogenetics. For characters that have been explicitly coded with respect to hypothesized or observed ancestral states or outgroup polarization (see reviews in Wiens 2000), we may treat the state labels as nonarbitrary observations of plesiomorphy and apomorphy, and thus estimate asymmetric transition rates. These asymmetric rates are well established for numerous characters, such as parity mode (Pyron and Burbrink 2014) . Integrating these rates across characters should be relatively uncontroversial, as it models the biological reality of substitution dynamics for the observed character states using the MkA approach.
A very similar model was discussed by Klopfstein et al. (2015) , who used it to support directional evolution in morphological characters. These approaches are currently limited to binary characters. However, similar logic could be used to extend the MkA approach to multistate characters, particularly those that are ordered or have logically enforceable step matrices between states, presenting an avenue for future research. The only necessity (beyond computational implementation) is a logically coherent framework for coding nonarbitrary It is clear that morphological characters offer invaluable data sources for phylogenetic inference (Wiens 2004) , though substantial challenges still remain for coding logically coherent character states (Pogue and Mickevich 1990) for extant and extinct taxa (Guillerme and Cooper 2016) . Efforts to formalize morphological databases and character ontologies (Ramirez et al. 2007; Dececchi et al. 2015) should facilitate rapid development of suitable data sets. The relative impact of different priors (e.g., uniform, normal) for tip ages is unknown. The effects that fossil tips may have on estimates is unclear, and should be assessed in future studies. Encouragingly, recent authors have found that the large volume of missing cells typically observed for fossil taxa does not preclude relatively high accuracy and precision for their placement (Kearney and Clark 2003) , particularly using Bayesian methods (Guillerme and Cooper 2015) .
The Phylogeny of Squamata A robust squamate phylogeny remains elusive, with disparate lines of evidence pointing in different directions (Conrad 2008; Wiens et al. 2010; Gauthier et al. 2012; Losos et al. 2012; Wiens et al. 2012; McMahan et al. 2015; Reeder et al. 2015) . The volume of data also seems to have little impact, as the morphological and molecular results are similar across data sets of vastly different sizes both within and among partitions and studies (McMahan et al. 2015; Reeder et al. 2015) . However, we can summarize present knowledge to highlight future research programs to directly address key nodes and the placement of crucial lineages.
In short, morphological data strongly support an earliest diverging Iguania, but offer poor resolution and obviously erroneous placement of many limbless taxa, particularly toward the species level (Conrad 2008; Gauthier et al. 2012) . Molecular data strongly support a nested Iguania, but with occasional artifacts such as a paraphyletic Iguania, Scolecophidia, and Amphisbaenia (Castoe et al. 2009; Wiens et al. 2012) , groups which are strongly supported by morphological data. For both data types, the apparent artifacts seem to stem from convergence. However, there are strong points of congruence between the data sets as well, in terms of the monophyly of most higher level extant taxa, and many aspects of their placement.
Broadly speaking, morphological and molecular data sets are roughly congruent with respect to the composition and relative relationships of Gekkota, Scincoidea, Lacertoidea (excluding Amphisbaenia), Anguimorpha, and Serpentes. The morphological tree can thus be transformed into the molecular tree by moving Iguania up three nodes (forming Toxicofera), moving Dibamidae down three nodes (with Gekkota), and moving Amphisbaenia down two nodes (with Lacertoidea). The reverse is approximately true, as well.
Confoundingly, there is morphological support for both an early-diverging and a nested Iguania (Reeder et al. 2015) , as well as molecular support for an early-diverging or nested Iguania, or an early-diverging Lacertoidea (McMahan et al. 2015) . In many combined data (Wiens et al. 2010; Reeder et al. 2015) and total-evidence analyses (Figs. 1-6) , support for backbone nodes leading to a nested Iguania is low. Thus, choosing an "optimal" topology for Squamata becomes an exercise in weighing the relative strength of the different data sets and partitions (Losos et al. 2012) .
Similar issues affect the fossil taxa coded in the matrices analyzed here. Variations or subsets of both of these matrices have been analyzed in uncalibrated, combined analyses by other researchers (Wiens et al. 2010; Reeder et al. 2015) . However, several fossil taxa were treated by those authors as "rogues," and one, Sineoamphisbaena, may be truly "rogue" (Aberer et al. 2013) in the sense of having a combination of irreconcilable character states and a large proportion of missing data, as noted by previous authors (Kearney 2003) . Others such as Huehuecuetzpalli seem to have been apparent "rogues" since their topological placement was not enhanced by a timescale limiting the probable topologies.
Adding a timescale places Huehuecuetzpalli with Iguania using both matrices, albeit with weak support in most, but not all analyses (Figs. 1-6 ). This suggests that its numerous apparent plesiomorphies (Gauthier et al. 2012) are convergent. Placement with Iguania is also better supported by the age and geographic location of the fossil, which is corroborated by other recent discoveries of stem iguanians in the Neotropics (Simões et al. 2015) . Wagner and Marcot (2013) discussed incorporating geographic sampling into divergencetime estimation; biogeographic models may be another area of future research for total-evidence dating.
For groups such as mosasaurs and polyglyphanodontids, simply adding temporal data does not resolve incongruence, with placements differing strongly between the CON and GEA matrices, analyzed both alone and with molecular data. Similar results are found for Sineoamphisbaena and Eichstaettisaurus. This highlights the problems of incongruence observed using different matrices, comprising different characters, scored by different researchers. Furthermore, it underscores the need described above for a unified set of character ontologies that standardize the observation of phylogenetically informative features across taxa and data sets. Even if we accept that the morphological data scored from fossil taxa are phylogenetically useful, it is crucial to document the nature of this signal, and quantify how placements vary with alternative character sampling and character-state coding.
The mechanisms of convergence that lead to discordance in squamates will be necessary to truly understand their evolutionary history. Either there has been a major episode of adaptive molecular convergence resulting in erroneous genetic support 54 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 66 for a nested Iguania, or there has been a massive episode of morphological convergence, resulting in erroneous phenotypic support for an early-diverging Iguania. One or the other seemingly must be true, but untangling the mechanisms and location of convergence will be necessary for resolution, and for interpreting the epistemological basis of phylogenetic signal contained in fragmentary fossil taxa in particular. A small-scale analysis of SINEs already provides some additional support for the molecular topology and a nested Iguania (Piskurek et al. 2006) .
More morphological characters, including those drawn from previously understudied anatomical regions such as reproductive anatomy, may also be enlightening. For instance, cranial osteomorphology places Uropeltidae, Cylindrophiidae, and Anomochilidae (Old World) with Aniliidae (New World), and Tropidophiidae (New World) with advanced snakes (Hsiang et al. 2015) . Contrastingly, molecular data strongly unite the New World tropidophiids and aniliids, placing the Old World taxa in an Old World clade with pythons (Wiens et al. 2008; Pyron and Burbrink 2012) . Remarkably, this arrangement is supported by a soft-tissue synapomorphy, oviducts communicating with diverticuli of the cloaca rather than directly with the cloaca, uniting Tropidophiidae with Aniliidae and found in no other squamate (Siegel et al. 2011) . Such disagreements are not uncommon among different anatomical regions (Clarke and Middleton 2008; Mounce et al. 2016) , and isolating them may help uncover homoplasy and facilitate the removal of confounding phylogenetic artifacts (Davalos et al. 2014) .
Congruence between molecular partitions and anatomical regions such as reproductive systems would be strong evidence for a robust resolution of squamate phylogeny, and homoplasy in the skeletal characters. However, skeletal data are not the only source of support for a basal Iguania (Reeder et al. 2015) . It will be difficult to trust that combining morphological and molecular data negates homoplasy and accurately places fossils until the mechanisms driving the homoplasy are understood, and offending characters or partitions can be removed or handled appropriately (Davalos et al. 2014 ). The same is true for conflicting morphological character sets yielding alternate placements of fossil taxa, particularly in light of the strong epistemological and ontological problems with many of the characters used by both Conrad (2008) and Gauthier et al. (2012) , which are described in detail by Simões et al. (2016, forthcoming) . These are concerns that extend beyond squamates, and will likely affect most, if not all, attempts to build a unified Tree of Life.
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